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Ail editorial comment..-

The Computer and the Mathematics Educator

. -

Kenneth J. Travers

University of Illinois Crbana-Chanpaign

"How canthe statistician control a computer, so that it
becomes:an_extension of himself, as the piano is-to the
1:4.A417._(Zrancis J, Anscombe, ---- CompUting in Statiatital
Science_ through APL. New York: Springer-Verlag, 1981,
page,.2.)

................... _ ..

\, r

ithin the past few years, computers have become a part of our daily,

experience with startling rapidity. Few of even the most visionary among'

us prediFted the pace of this development. The disturbing aspect of ail/

this is whether, after all of the millions have been spent -- dollars on
\

equipment and hours on training programs -- as far aS education is con-

/
r

cerned it will be business as usual,)

To be sure, our past experience with video technology, and programmed

instruction before that, offer little .assurance:: that we have '`learned how to

exploit the power of technology .in pursuing significant new directioris in
-

curriculum and instruction. The introductory high school algebra course

based on APL and developed by Iverson at IBM several years ago prolvides

case in point. The, course moves quickly from a scalar to a vector-based

algebra, thereby providing an enormous conceptual advance for dealing, say,

with linear algebra and statistics. Yet there is scant public, evidence

that these materials have been taken seriously by curriculum \deVelopers or

supervisors.

We hear on ever-side pleas for a mathematics curriculum which is

more applicable to the "real world" -- a-goal described.by Hugh Burkhardt-,
.

/in his juqt-released ERIC review of applications of school mathematics from

an international perspective, as "the elusive Eldorado." Now we need to



]

see indicationsthat the power of the computer has been turned loose and-
put in the hands of the teacher as a tool rwhich can]make a difference in

the; Rind of mathematics taught, and the way in which mathematics Is taught.

appIicationa,of-the Monte CarloConsider thecaad bfA.nstructional

Method. Through this method, concepts in physics, dealing with heat flow

and electronic circuitry can be handled' without theadvanced mathematical

knowledge required by conventional apptoathes Likewise,statistical ideas

such as SaMpling distributions and confidenEe intervals are readily access'

ibato high school students of average ability. The method 'enables an /

experience-based, hands -on approach which greatly enhance's instruction.

All of this is made feaSible and attractive by the growing availability oi

computers in classrooms.

One impeditent tot progress may be thatschool mathematics, and i

<

therefore MatheMatida eduCators, have been dominated by an arithmetic view ;

of the world. (After all, untilabout 100 yai-S---ago, Harvard required/

drithMetic for admission!): So it may follow that/ the
_ _

natural order of. 3hings has brought' about. a dOthinating view of the computer

as only a fancy computing_ device. From this point of view,. the Fren8h have
/

.a much better name fOr this awesome invention. They call the computer

"ordinateUril which is a word :whose roots mean "to order, " "to arrange,"
_ -

-"to tidy up."

In the field of research in mathematics education, we have an in-

structive example of hoW the non-computational role of the computer can

change/t1le nature of the enterprise. The First-International Study of

Mathematics, carried out in twelve countries some twenty years ago,

signaled many firats in-educational research, the most obvious being that

it pioneered large-scale survey research across a large number of language

groUps, educational systems, curriculums; tepchers and students, and' so

forth. Not soiwell known is the fact that it was "state of the art'.' in
!

terms of computer-based technology for file-building, data cleaning and-

-



checking, and Statiatical analysis. In the report of the First lEA

Mathematics Study, Wolf points out, that the non-computational operations

performed by the/computer were "abSolutely crucial" to the conduct-of the

Project-(Rusgn, 1967, Vol. 1, p. 205). The pioneering nature .of the First

ZEA Study is e emplified by the factthat the IBM 1230 Optical Mark Scoring

Reader was sti /l under development in 1963. guidelines for

the preparation of machine-readable answer sheets_did not even exist at,

the time.) The end product of the data preparation phase of the study was I

the storage of some 50 million_items of information on "slightly more than /

one half of a single reel of magnetic tape" (Wolf, ibid, p. 215).

In the Second International Mathematics Study there are exampiars of,
1 __

'how computers continue to_c4ange the nature of research activity. Like the

First Inte/rnational Study, the entire project,, because of its scale and
/ \

complexity, clearly could not-have been done at all without computer'
/

assistance.'

I
,

In the Second Study, data-based management techniques permit the

ananipUlation of massive amounts of data in many, many data Sets, for the

purpose
[
of cleaning, checking, filing, and, later on,' for exploration and

__
analysis. This technology in combination with computer networks across

North America enables transmission of both raw data sets and computer
__i

output to researchers at other \institutions engaged in the;Study. Inter-
-4 \

continental networking through satellites is now beingestabliShed,'for.in

an/international study one of the major problexns is that of fastt-and

effecti4e communication between participants (which in the Second Inter=

national Mithematica Study are found on every continent).

/
1

,
In what other waya*Might the computer have an impact on ways in which

%we dal-research? In experimentai.design, one could specify models foi
.--

/ analysis given the purposes and conditions of a study. Then with simu-

/ lated data the performance of the model, given various sample sizes and -

/ combinations of variables, could be'explored. In the realm of exploratory;

1



data analysis,'ic is essential that a quick and easy-to-read method of .

displaying/ various configurations of data be available. Qne wonders how

much realiexploration of data with sets of more than a few cases can be

done without the aid of a computer. In secondary analyses, the capability

of accessing data bases in a "user-friendly" mode is essential; It's a

great pity that in many if not all of the large data collection activities,'

which have been undertaken in the past,the data themselves have been

greatly under-mined (that is, not mined to any where .near their full "pay-
.

art" capability). The computer is'an essential. tool in such endeavorS.

As educatdiS, we are dismayed when talent in our students remains

undeveloped. "Johnny/Mary is not doing his/her best." The under-

utiliation of the resources of the computer is-a cauie of concern, too;

We face enormous problems and challenges in the2waning years of this

century' -- not the least of which is to help Johnriy/Mary do his/her best.

The computer has potentials' for mathematics education which we have barely

begun-to realize. Are we creative enough to foster, nay, exploit its

power?
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Aphcrafti.Mark H. and Fierman, Bennett A./MENTAL ADDITION_ IN THIRD
FOURTH,,. AND SIXTH GRADERS. Journal of Experimental Child PSycholoy. 33:
216-234;. April.I982.

N
/

1".

Abstracts and comments prepared for I.M.E. by MERLYN J. BEHR, Northern
Illinois University.

1. Purpose.:

_ The study sought: (1)- to support the contention that children's:

processes for production of anSwerg for besiC addition facts changes

developmentally from computation vid'counting algorithms to a memory

retrieval process, and (2) to obtain information about the age, or age

4range, during which theshift from counting to metoryretlieVal occurs.

\Rationale

A widely held view about dhil ren's mental addition process is that''

they obtain answers by reconstructing or computing using a counting

algorithm. Models developed from several research efforts using response
0

time (RT) support the so- called -" in" model. This model suggests that a

problem such as 4e+ 4 is solved by setting .a "mental counter" to the
_

maximum addend, "4, and incrementing by counting the value of the minimum

addend,.3, up-to the answer of 7. There are several lines of evidence
-

,

hawdvdt, to guggest a switch, sometime after first grade, from this

reconstructive procedure to a memory retrieval process. The "min" model

is suggested ,by research among young children which finds RT to be .a

linear function of the size of the minimum addend. Research among adults

finds RT to be exponentially related'to the size of the minimum addend;

this, together with other research relating`adult RT to addend and sum

size, suggests that adults 'retrieve-addition facts from memory,. A shift

from reconstructing to retrieval is suggested.

3. Regearch-Design and Proceeures-

, - The subjects were_ n30 elemetary school-child,,, en_randomly tseleced__ _ _

from grades 3, 4, and 6, resulting; in a sample with mean, age distribution



Of 9.04, 9.63, and'11.72 years and male/female distribution of 6/4, 8/2,
-/

and 4/6'by grades, respectively.

The stimuli were 100 basic -fact addition problems (i.e ., sums 18)
.7%

presented in column!torm with the answer below.- the line. Fif.ty'additiOn

combinationS were randothly selected to be given with correct answers; the
-

remaining were presented with wrong answers randomly dating (Split)

from correct by t 1, 5, 7. Stimuli were randomly ordered for preSentation

except for two appropriate restrictions.
...,-,

,
The procedures were that stimuli were projected onto a screen and7.

subjects responded by. pressing one of two'buttonsi.randomly left or right,
.

to indicate true Or false. Response time was measured with appropriate
_._

apparatus. 'Subjects were tested indiVidUalli in a darkehed room. Among .

other instructions to the subject was that equal emphasis. would be placed

on accuracy.and speed. TWenty practice items were given during which

procedures were reviewed and "emphasized.

__
findings .

1

. !

Using "extremes Out" RT data(after an appropriate test.of outliers)
!

A 312X2k3 analysis of varianceiwas conducted. This design was a mixed
1

model with'grade.(3,4,6) X Decision type (eruez false)X Problem Size:.

(small, sum 9, large; 10 ,:suili! 18) X SPIit ( ±1, 5, 7Yas variables
...4i ..........'

Otis analysis found main effectS to be significant: RT decreased
A _

across grade level, true probleMs were faster thin'false ones, SMill

uols/emsyere faster than large,,and\spiit 1 RTs were sloWer than5and 7.

S lit by Decision Type interaction revealecra decline, in RT to-false

problems as split increased. There was a significant four-way interaction

showing that RT decreased from third to fourth to sixth grade, a consistent

true /false effect was found: at all grade levels°, and large problems

required more time than small. ti

The authors indicate that the interaction patterns suggest that

third graders used different processes than fourth'and_sixth graders;

7---fihird-graders-exhibit amhth:larEr:prOblet-Size effect thanfourth_

'and sixth graders.. tor this reason a. more refined-regression analysis to



examine the pr4leth-size effect and what

was conducted.

_

Vat-lab 'seem to account for

Fora stepwise regression analysis:, RT served as the dependent

variable, and among the;15 predictOr-VariabletWetei OffitSt

addend,,the correct sum, square of the correct sum,number of digits in

sum, ... The results of this stepwise regression give support to the

it

, -.
_

authors' contention that there is a process change between young and oa'der "7.:-

. -0- / /
children'S performance.- FOr third grade, only one predictor nariablei,

number of dits in the sum, accounted for a sufficient amount of variance

(R2 = .561I 0:to enter the equation. FOr- fourth and sixth grade ally the :-
: i'

R2variable, Correct sum squared, entered_:withR4 = 67.9. No other variables

added a Significant A.ncrease in the Niariance aoCounted for in either-case.

Each \of these two predictors involved probiem.sizeihut a different
,

aspect oflit. A simple increase in R as a result of ,increased 'problem

size (as indicated by number of digits in sum) is a benchmark in the

research area, so the sum squared variable is aken to set the third

grade apart from the fourth and sixth. The/ um squared variable is inter

preted as an index of memory search. Since the results suggest that a

longer mental "distance" is traversed for larger probIews, the authors.

indidate that fourth and sixth graders- are. using processes oUmenta1_,..
-

retrieval similar to those employed byadUlts.

H

5. Interpretations

Since the counting model for processing basic fact additions fits

'the data for about half of the third-grade subjects, while data/for the

other half resembles more that from the fourth and sixth grade, it appears

that third grade is a time of transition -from counting to memory retrieval

for obtaining answers to basic addition facts. Third-grade children

apparently have numerical magnitude information stored as a mental

representatioh. This is suggested by the observation that third graders

(at least some) use memory retrieual-for basic facts which requires alw

mental/ representation of arithmetical information. The switch from use

of a,counting model begins as early as the third grade-and id' apparently



complete by the sixth grade. Re search results indicate'rhat sixth graders

are still less efficient in their basic fact addition performance than

adults. This suggest& a specnlative hypothesiS that "Somrof the relevant

cognitive processes for addition ... shift fiom a slow, conscious process

to a fast automatic one, as .a function of mastery. overlearning, practice,

and /or, age" (p. 23-3)

ice. 1

. Ahstractorl-sCommenra
. . ,

This exce tle - article adds significantly to .the knowledge base

concerning'yonng children's processing of basic addition; facts. The study

was carefullyand 'logically .conceptualized and conducfea with scientific

'Vigor .r' The research reifiCirt gives adequate information for replicatiori;

so, it.' is carefully \''and succinctly written so th&t it is easily read by

owIedgeable reader.

AS With other studies from which inferences are made about mental

proeesses based on the goodness of fit between an hypothesiztd model and

response time data,--the conclusions- nf,this study must be viewed' as

_ tentative.. Corroborative evidence 'from clinical research using subject
..--

prot9c9I data arising,from "think aloud" or 'selfrepnrtipg" ProcesseS .is.

4'necessary.

The'. article raises some interesting questions which remain to be

investigated in the area, of children!s mental processing of basic addition

facts.
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Hnneer,.
WEAKNESSES IN SI
for' Research .in

an4 Cunningham, James W. DIAGNOSING STRENGTHS AND
.EIfTil:=GR2p.,STUDENTS IN SOLVING WORDPROBLEMS. Journal

'Mathelaticgo,,Education 13: 202=2214 May 1982.

V

Abstract and comments prepared tor.I.M.E. by IAN
of British CoIumbia,,Vancouver.

D. BEATTIE,

1. ,Eurpose .

. .

\. ,
:-;'

The.stated purposes of thisTstudy were: (a) to identify the

:Ain sources Of'difficulty,that elementary ,school children have in
4'

solvingword problems, and43) todeterMine WhAther an efficient

-
. . .

diagnosis of the main difficulty of an individual child is possible.

.-
. gAtIonale

LI 4n
_ .

_

The_under g- -ing assumption isr-that tsolvirigTword-probleds7fd-Uot
____----- , .

a dUldimensional process.' .Tfie authors cite studies to support their
. i ..

contention that coWputatidnaI skills, reading abiIityand ability to
ii . _ a

interpret the problem are important factors in solving word problems.

They-al-soassert that the ability to integrate these skills is an

important factor; although this aspect has not been previously investi-
.

gated. The authors befieVe that data derived from the study will

improve instruction in solving word problems and facilitate research

in the area. i

_

. Research-Design anti Procedures

The subjects in the study were all 244 sixth graders in two

elementary.schools in North Carolina. A basal mathematics text for

grades 3-8 was used to develop three tests for each ofithese grade

-Aevels. -The!testswere constructed bye talting-the'firstthree word

problemS in each word OrobIemsectlion nd randOmlyassigning theMto.

1
one of three' groups. One group of, pr blems was setup in computational

form.to be a,measuie of cOmfiutationa 'ability. Two-step problems

tontributed two items-to the test. A second group of word problems

was used to develop'a problem interpretation test. The word problems

;

!J,



were read.to the students, who were also.given the written form of

the problem. The students were required only to show what calculations

would be necessary, motto complete the calculations. The third group

of p roblems was presented'in written form only, and students were required.

to show the necessary calculations (reading7problem interpretation)

and to complete the calculations,(reading-problem solving).

These three tests produceda profile of four scores for eakh.

student: a Computation score, a Problem Interpretation score, a

A. Reading-Problem interpretation score, and a Reading - Problem Solving

score. A student's Score on each test was defined to be the highest
A

level at which 75% of the items were answered correctly. The tests.

were administered to all students. Complete data were obtained for

217 students. Areas of strength were identified by comparing coMputation,

problem-interpretation, and reading-interpretation scores. An area

of .strength was defined to be one in which a student's score was one
,_---

or more levels above his or her scores in the other areas. The

procedure for finding areas of greatest need was-More compliCated.-
-----

It included the reading - problem solving score-and-Several "decision

rules" to apply when scores were the same. These rules ensured that

an area of greatest need was identified for each student:

Findings

ApplicatiOn of the decision rules to test scores identified the

areas'f greatest need as follows: computation (26%), problem inter-

pretation (19%), reading=problem-interpretation (29%), and integration

of these areas (26 %). Of the 217-studentsi,108 had an area of strength

as follo4 computation (75%), problem interpretation (21%lt and reading-

problem interpretation (4%), When coMparison of pairs of scores_

was made, including those students with' incomplete datai,it was found
-

that: (a) computation scores were generally higher (45% of, the students)

than problem interpretation scores (17% of the students), whilst the

scores were tied 38% of the time;" (b) computation'scores,were generally

-Higher (60% of-the students) than Ireading-problem interpretation scores

I.



(12% of the atudenta), Whilst the scoreslwere tied 282 of

and '(c) problem interpretation scores were higher (442of

than reading-problem interpretLtiOn (13% of the students)

scores; were tied 422 of thetime.-

5. Interpretations

the time;

the' students)

whilst the

The autllors recognize certain limitations in the study. The word

problems were'selected-from a dingle bas series and the sample was

limited to sixth-grade students. Within hese limitations, the authors

conclude that problem-soi4.7ing ability is composed of several component

abilities, each of which can be 'a cause of difficulty in solving word
I '

I

problems, but suggest that mastery/of the component abilities is not

sail-di-brit to guarantee success in solving word problems. They also

suggest that reading ability is of greater importance in solving word

problems than has been believed. Finally, the authors conclude that

"... weaknesses and strengths in the major area of skills in solving word

problems can be, diagnosed through use of a comparatively simple procedure",:*

ardthat "... individual students should receive-,treatment specified

according to their areas of most immediate major need."

Abstiator9 s Comments

The authors are to be commended:for undertaking- a study to explore

'an'area in.Which research has little to say .Of a practical nature to

thOse concerned with diagnosis and remediation. InvestigatOrs.are
_

generally 'concerned with how to teach.problemsolVing,.nOt with deterr.
.

_ f

mining sources of difficulty. It shouldbe.noted, too; that investir
1 4

-4ations in. the area of diagnosis re not always amenable to standarl .

_
,

,

.

,
,

research methods.\.The.apprOabh used by the authors is not-only interesting:

but yields usefuljnformation. Undoubtedly the'methodOlogy'use&h-re

will be refined and used in further studies. However, the report

itself lacks clarity and omits a great deal of ,pertinent information

that shouId have been included. Following are some concerns in hose

areas:



I) It was never made clear to the reader whether the pOrpose of
4 -

the study was to develop a classification scheme and to verify it,4

or to use one to determine areas of difficulty. Discussion in the

Problem and Design sections of the report suggest the former objective,_
,--

-but the Data Analysis and Discussion,thections.are devqted entirely
.

.

.
. _

:wtodetermining areas of difficulty. The-investigationould haVe

benefited from a. pilot.study where the 'focus was on the.classification
;..,

scheme ancU-,It'a Verification. Then-theapcondstated purpose,'which-
.

...=. k 1
; / .

.should really be the firstcould More properly be addressed.
,

.
/2YThe.desCription.of the testleaves many questions Unanswered-

]

. 0.
.

The cofttent-andaegreeof difficulty of the items must have variea

greatly oyerthe span of grades 378.. Nb.informationia giVen'as/to

hoW many'items-were in each test at each grade leVe4what operations

were involved and In what proportion; what concepts were covered

(area, volume, etc.); whether the operations were on whole numbers,

fraCtions, deCithls, or.integers; or how many OiobreMs, were of the one-

step or two -step type. is possible that further analysis would

reveal differentes across these variables.

3) Pro:&dures_fOr tht test administration are .not clear. No

is given regarding time allottment, the order iwwhich
:

the three /tests were administered, ,the.interval betWeen test administrations,

how the scoring wad' done (e.g., for two -step problem- interpretation,
j

was there partial marking for each-of the two computations set up?),

or whether Allpupils started with the grade three ieYel test. The

order of administration, particularly, could have an effect on the

results. .The Reading-Problem SoIving-adore for exampIe,.could

conceivably: be'enhanced by administration gl-;;ily after:' the Reading-.

Problem Interpretation test.' 77-

-A) The decision; rules. are, designed so that every student must have

an area of difficulty.. This seems unreasonable. Is It not possible

that some students ate equally able in each area? It could be argued,

in fact, that such would be a desirable goal. The second decision

rule includes the statement that "Students-also cannot be expected



to interpret word problems when reading them if theyiare unable to

"interpret- -them when they hear 'them read aloud." The tdAilta show that

Alt-Ofthe students did score higher When they dirLnot hger_the

::---Iproblems read aloud. The rules need to be-rethought WithAthese3ointS._
. .

in mind.. . ---;

.A;

.5) The authors'compare the performance of atudents who Save the

problem read to them with their perfOrMance when'theT a\ dhaVe7t-rea

the problem ,themselves: In faCt, thJOCOMparisOn should be of:$er-
_

fOrmance when students have the,problem;read to ,them andhaVeehe :

1-
\ \.

oppOrtunitY to read it with performance 'Can only read
1 -_ \- A
the px\4blem. .. y - . \

.
. , ___ \ \.

Despite these limitationS;:theinveStiation is till of'valUe.:?

If the questions raised are addreseed perhaps using the data already:.

gathered; the approach used should' be followed by siialar studies

which 1.7\tk produce .much needed informatiOn regarding the'diagnosis

and remediation of difficulties in solving word problems.
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Baader, Ritki S.; Russelli.Richard K.; And Zabostnyi:KathY 1:._ A COMPARISON
OF CUE-CONTROLLED RELAXATION AND STUDY SKILLS IN THE TREATMENT OF.MATH-
MATICS/ANXIETY. Journal of_Educational-MsycholOgy 74: 96-103; February'
1982.,

,....

'.Abstract and' comments prepared forM-.E.-by JOANNE ROSSI BECKER,.' Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State UniveraitY..

, .

. PUrpO-Se

. This study exami ed the relative effectiveness of mathematics studylb
skills training, cue-c ntrolled relaxation, and a combined study skills

and cue - controlled relaxation treatment of mathematics anxiety. N.
a

Rationale.
. . :

The authors note thatproblems of mathematics, avoidance and achie
,

1 r.
ment have received increasing attention and that mathematics anxiety hes\

/' \
beenused as one explanation for 'both avoidance and poorperformance.

Whiledgme research has investigated relationships of affective variables
,

to mathematics achievement, previous studieshave provided little guiaance

far designing intervent/ion programs to treat mathematics anxiety.
/

Because mathematics anxiety may function in a way similar to iest

anxiety,.treatment approaches 'found effective
/

with test -anxiety might also

be useful with mathematics anxiety. Therefore, cue-controlled relaxation

was chosen as one of, the treatments. Because improvement in mathematical

skillsa.mightlreduce anxiety, study skills training-was Clasen as the

second treatment. A combined treatment was chosen* because test anxiety

research indit'ates that'multicomponent programs may be more effective
- .

than single component ones.

-Research-Design and-Procedures l___
a

The subjects were 36'college students wh scoted'more than one

standard deviation below the mean= the Mathematics. Anxiety Scale.:.
/ -

-PretreatMent assessment included readmitistration of the Mathematics

Anxiety Scale; the. Anxiety Differential, a measure of 'state anxiety; the



.

Test Anxiety Scale;,the Trait Focm of the Strait-Trait Anxiety Inventory

to measure trait anxiety; the Digit Symbol Test,JA perforiance test; and

the numerical sub -scale of the Differentia' Aptitude Test.

Subjects were randomly assigne&to one of the three treatment groups

(cue- controlled relaxation, sutdy s19.ills training, or a' combination of these

two), or to a'no-treatment control gorup.. Each treatment group, met one

tour perweek for five consecutive. weeks. The study skills training was

designed::to develop more effective study hAbits,-And4ncludeci solution of

problems.and discuss.4.on of underlying.matheMaticalcOnceptS. The cue-

controlled relaxation, treatment was designed to.help/peppleathieve:relax-..

ation.im,response to a seIfinduced cue word, "calm:" The combination
. . -. . ..- ,, .-

treatment included' he same content as the two Single4cOMpOnent treatments,

butwith less insession practice: :- 4A

One week following the end of treatment sessions the sixdependent

measures were administered.to AII groups. Three weeks later, a\follow-up
. .

battery) consisting of the Mathematics AnxietyiScale,the TestAnxiety

Scale, and the DifferentiaI'Aptitude Test, was giviOn'to the-treatMent

groups-only. It. was hypothesized that:- the-combined-treatment :would-be

the most effective in iMprovihg scores on the Mathematics Anxiety'Scale.,,
..._

the ITeSt AhkiOty Sdald the tifferential APtitude Test, and the Digit.Symbol:.

Test; and-the.study skills and combination:treatments would be significantly

more.effpctive than the other two conditions in reducing general trait ands-
.

state anxiety.

A priori comparisons- -were done to determane maim-treatment effects -

by comparinkthe treatment groups to, the control group,: the;

tr atmpnt group to the average' of --the Single componentgrous; and the

relaxation group to the study skills group. . Separate comparisons were

done pretO'post and,,p0St:to.f0Iiow7up for each variable available.

MuIt variatA.anAlYses-Of-variance with-repeated-:measures-werd-Used to-

tompa ethe prat- to posttreatment assessments on the six variables:for .the

four -g oupS, and to compare the PoSttreattent.ind follow-up a sessmenti

(on th three variables given as follow-up) fOr the three tre tmentgronps.

iUnivari te analyses: of variance werefused With' each a0propriate.dependent
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variable; When-Group X Time interactions were significant, Minn' s pos t

.hoc comparisons wefiperformed.

4. Findings
-

For the first two testing times, significant effects were found on

the MANOVA (six variables) for Time and the Group X Time interaction. For

/ e

,

the posttreatment follow-up testings ,(three variables), significant

differences also were 'found on the MANOVA for Time and .the Group X Time

interaction. No overall group differences were found.

Findings from/the a priori comparisons univariate ANOVAs, and post

hoc comparisons/are rather complex; thesejfindings are summarized here in

an attempt tc/Provide a clearer picture Of results on, each variable.
-

:1.. Mathematics Anxiety Scale._ The Study skills treatment'reduced,,
I-^

moreAnxiety,significantIy.tor4 rhan, the' other three'rreatment
.

whiCh cilid

ot
, . ;: .1 : I,

n differ from pre to/posttreatment. .11oWAver,on the posttreatment.;

to follOw7up analysis; the-study skills'and Combinaeion.treatments
-/-.-

an
\

did not differ, dt
fhe

relaxation treatment showed significantly

greater-imprOvement:/- .. :

-/

2. Test Anxiety Scale.,. ,COmparisonS pre to post Showed:the_relax7.
. .

ation and combina/tion treatments to be Superior to the study siiIIS
/ .-

treatment and no treatment, which did not differ. llowever,.the,

///

posttreatment to fOildk-up analyses showed only time significance;,.

I

all groups tested improved.

3. Differential-Aptitude-Test. The study skills treatment was

better than the relaxation treatment, pre to. post. The posttreatment

to follow-up Analyses showed that the study skills treatment

deteriorated- over time, while the relaxation groUpimproved.on this .

variable;.,the studyTskIlls_and combination gi:Oups.were equalat
,

-fdilTow=n0.

4! Anxiety Differential and Trait Anxiety Scale. .No Significant

/difference's were fouhd on::these two variableS

.

5. Digit Symbol. The study skins, relaxation, and no treatment

groups were equivalent on this variable ac the posttreatment assess-,
.



ment,-:with-the.Conibined treatment more effective than these three in

imprOing perfoimaace on'hia variable.

antarpretAtiont

The authors state-that;ths/Hpattern of resulttpre to post Suggests.
.1-

that the study skills treatment was most effectivegin reducing mathematics.

anxiety, but the relaxation treatment was best in improving general test
_

:Anxiety. The combination treatment:produced-improyeMents:can'test anxiety

and mathematics Anxiety, but was superior to the inaividuai components only

on thelagit:Symboi.Test.; .

-

By the:three-week follow -ups the relaxation' treatment was superior
J..

to both the study skilli And combination- groups -on- the - Mathematics Anxiety

=SCAl'eand Differential Aptitude Test: The relaxation group continued to

AMprove on ail three dependent variables over the followupAaeriod This
/

,CAminuedimprovement Sugiasts'the possible need:for sufficient time to

elapse-for.H.Complete_development-of-a-Conditioned relaxation- response.
,

.

/_
.

.

. .
, _ The authors conclude that cue-controlled/relaxation is alsotentially.,_:.

_.. . ____.. _ ________ _)________________---- -,
viable Intervention strategy for treatment-Of) mathetatict anxiety..

........

/ : A
k

Abstractor _s_Comments-
t

,The.weaknesses of the design_of the study, which the authors point
ii r'ut, make it difficult to draW anyconclusions abbut.theefficacy of one

.
,-- --- j ..' '.

.

:treatmentOf mathematics anxiety over another:-Besides the small sample
..size, 'nOnrepiesentativeness of the sample,

1
andlaCk of normative: on

l' I 1 . :

someOcalesi. the-most critical flaw waS./tj to inc ude che failure the control
\\

group in the follow7up assessment. Familiarity and experience with the /
...jk., "

instrumeats might have caused the improkrement over:tiMe-on,tifai7ekaifil..--

thefT§gt Anxiety_ Scale and.Differential Apiitude Tett. Without follow-up,
.te s t ills of the control group, thisalitiernate eXplanatiOn'cannotbesclUded.

..

The authors stated they!were inperested, in determininkthe relatiye,
.:. .. .

efficacy of these intervention strategies for'reducingmathematict-aniety
-- , - - -

an4improving MatheMatiCs_performanc/e. A more:realistictest:of.the4reat7-
,

ments--.1rom this point of view-might be to; eXAMine stUdehtS' Oerformeade in

. .



current or future mathematics course, or a simulated attempt to learn

mAthematics. The failure of the study skills group's improvement in

anxiety to extend to the follow-up may be due to lack of practice of the

skills outside the experiment. And.the Digit Symbol Test seems like a

poor measure of mathematics performance, albeit being anxiety=producing.

The design of the treatments also merits Some comments. The combined

treatment attempted to provide both cue=controlled relaxation and study'

skills in five J.Lours. It is questionable if these skills, were ever

attained in that time. In fact, five hours seems a short time to learn

either the relaxation or study skills alone. How do we know if the subjects

ever attained either of these skills?

. .The data analises were fairly_complex, but it -still seems that the

findings could have been written more clearly and completely, For example,

I could not find in the report the result of the univariate ANOVA for the

Mathematics Anxiety Scale for the posttreatment to follow-up assessments.

A146,-sOmeiteMS-on'relitiveefficacy in the_stimmary2table-for -poSt-hoc--------

comparisons-do-not-seem-to-be .substantiated No discussion of '

the testing of assumption's for the MANOVA was'included in the paper. And

there is either-an error in the ` descriptive statistics for the study skills

group-on-the-Test Anxiety Scale, or an error in the tdxt.
/

To the authors' credit, they are cautious in their conclusions. ____

Because of the limitations of the study, it is difficult to conclude that

one treatment is better.; or that single component treatments are better

,

than multiple component ones. There. is some-indication that mathematics

anxiety can be improved by intervention, and that relaxation techniques

;nay be useful. But definitive answers must await further studies.
_



Bar-Eli, Nurit and Raviv, Amiram, UNDERACHIEVERS ASTUTORS.' journal
bf-EdUtatitinal Research 75; '139-143;-January/February

Abstract and comments prepared fp.
Illinois Universi67, DeKalb.

1. purpose

I.M.E. by GEORGE 1.7: BRIGHT, Northern

Underachieving fifth- amisixth-grade students tutored second-
_ _

grade students in mathematics as, a test: of the following7hYtiatheSes:

(a) The tutees-improve in Mathematica more thansecond-grade.stUdents

Who are not tutored. (b) The tutors, 'show more improyementin,mathe7

matics, have fever failing grades overalli'ancishowa greater improvement
_

in self-concept than underachieving fifth--and sixthgrade.students
. ,

-0:ht.+ do not tutor. a

Rationale

The research was conceptualized within the Learning Through Teaching

paradigm which derives from a large body of peer teaching research.

Recent research done within this paradigm has examined the effects

of the tutoring on the tutors in addition to the effects-on the tutees,

and this study was. a continuation: of these recent efforts.

3; Research-Design and-PreCedures:

Underachievers amongfifth and:sixthgraders.were definedto be

students with IOsof 110 or more, failing grades in mathematics,-and

failing grades in aeleast two more.sUideCts (not including music,'
.

_ _. _ _ _
....

drawing, and gardening). Second grader -,viewed as appropriate for
.

tutoring were those with mathematics cotea
,
of b nr.c On a scale of

-
a, b, 'O. All subjects were b "to ruleLdut.:_possiblelzexdifferefices

1 .1

associated with the phenomenon:uf n deraChievement:at different age- :..
:., /:,_ N. ,i, , ::i - :. {. _ -:

le4els; and to preVent the concept ofgirlsteaching boys andvice

versa froth interfering with the results of the program" (p. 140).



-

The fifth and Sixth graders were selected as follows:

a. Scoreson a'nationally.administered-achievement test had to be

below 65%.

h. Then, scores on a group-administered Israeli adaptation of the

Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test :had to be 90'Or above.

c. Then, scores on the WISC (individually admlnistered) had to

110 or above.

'Thirty-stx boyS,slaisfied these criteria.

The second graders were selet.ted_as-icillows:

a. Scores on' a nationally administered/achievement test had 'to be

below 65 %.
-

b. Stores pnMILCAN; "a new group intelligence. test for the 1oWer
. -

grades of primary school" (p. 140), -,had to be 90 or aboVe. (No

reference for this test was provided.)

c. The classroom teacher and the school psychologist'had to aree.%

that the student.eXhibited no pathology.

Of the students meeting these criteria,. the 36 with the highest IQs were

seletted'as subjects..

(There is some lack of clarity about the number of Pupils initially.

available for consideration. "Theie is aldo no rationale giVen for the

particular cut-off used for the various tests.)

The 36 fifth and sixth graders completed:a selfconcept questionnaire,:

and then the teaching Project was ecplained to them. Lots_wgre drawn to

select the 18.tutors, with selections of experimentd1 and control subjects

matched on schools (there were three) and classes within schools. Two

tutors and two control iroup sUbjeCts esked_-:to-thange-role-S-7,end that

request was granted,----,The718-secOndgraders to be tutored were selected

at random, with matching again:for schoOls'and classes... ParentS of all

subjects gaVe permission for theltutoring program.. ,The:18 tutors and 18 .

tutees were randomly paired.

The tutor/tutee pairs met three times per week for about four months.

These sessions were, in place o the regular mathematics classes. The

experimenter visited each pair.weekly and met alone with the tutor one

afternoon, per week. The tlitor also met,weekly with-the second _grader's

teacher to plan for the tutoring sessions. The 'pay' for the tutor was

extra help in learning English, which was viewed as one of the most



difficult subjects. 'The "total number of sessions ranged frotn26 to. 40,

and three of the tutors dropped out, reducing the number of .experimental

subjects to 30 (15 tutors and.15 tutees); =

-The standardized mathematics test was administered as a posttest;
1-

. second graderS took the same test that had been used in the selection

process, and fifth and sixth graders took an alternative form of their

pretest. The tutOrswere awarded certificates of%completion inapublic

:assembly,. and the following..4ay,the fifth ana sixth graders comPleted the
\

..,
`aelfconcept questionnaire a second time. _____:_,_ \

------7.------z
-

:Analysis -of covariance was applied to each measure, with the

corresponding'pretest as the covariate. 0Comparison of number of failing

grades resulted in significantly different regression slopes for the

experimental and control group*, so a t-test was used to analyze'these.

!data.

-Findings-

The tutees showed more inprovement on the standardized mathematics
\

test (p less than .05) than the nOntutored second graders.\ There was

nodifference in the groups on class grades.

The tutors showed-more improvement onthe standardized mathemaeics

test (p less than .01) and more imprO7ement in .class.gradesp less than

.05) than the non-tueoring fifth and sixth graders. The tutors also had

\significant decrease in number of failing---grades on report cards (p.less
*

than .05) when Compared to-the non=tutors There was no significant

difference in self-concept.
/
J

i
5. Interpretations

The findings support the assumption that peerktutoring benefis_±hoth
.

the:tutor-and the tutee. The overall imprOvement irCschoOl work by the

.tutors is viewed, as the:most important finding of.the study. SUOh overall

improvementmaYincrease the confidence of the tutors and improve :the

perceptionszof teachers and parents about the likelihood:Of future,

achievement of thetutors. This May improve the motivation of the tutors4
and may alter the ,cycle of underachieveMene;

The lack of improVelpent of the tutees on class ma*ks_may be related

to the relatively
.

coarse scale usecrat that grade4 Too,iteachers may haVe



been reluctant -to award improved marks to students who were absent from
*

mathematics classes three days per week. Alternately,/teadhers may not

have viewed any improvement in mathematics performance as permanent and

thus may have acted conservatively in awarding marks.

Tha lack"of effect on self-concept may be due to the relatively short

duratioh of the experiment.

Abstractor's Comments

. .

At a superficial level, the studyseems'to be fairly cleanly conducted,

though exact replication of the research might be somewhat difficult. Of.

-particular concern in this regard is the seemingly arbitrary cut-offs

used for identifying.the underaChievers.to be tutnrs'and the second graders

to be tutees. "The.specific definition of undemdchieving suggests that the

definition of underachievement may haVe been'created after the data-for

potential subjects were examined. .To/o, the ,Uniquenesses of the 'Israeli

educational System would prevent replication oUtside"Israel.

At] -amoote detailed level, the study lacks importantinfdrmation; namely,

the reader does not know what behaviors took place during the tutoring.

Apparently the experimenter did"_not identify for_ the_tutors what was .

.

expected.of.them; Further,,,the7report contains no information abdut what

the tutors actuallydid to try to help the tutees. Muchmore information

. about the range of behaviors occurring in the tutoring.sessionswouId

Juivm been extremely. helpful.-
J.LJS.

Of potentially deep concern about this study is that it doesn't seem

to represent a significant, extension of the theoretical model underlying

it The besf'conclusion that can be made is that mathematics_tutoring

can assii-CUaderachievers in improving academic pefformance. There was

apparently no attempt to determine what aspects of the tutoring experience

actually effected the observed changes. That seems to be the most important
z'

kind of information that is needed to expand and clarify the learning-
-

through-teaching model. Additional short-term studies probably won't be

very' useful =in providing thia kind of information.

Too, follow-up is neaded to find out if the effects that Were observed

are sustained. This relates to finding out what characteristics of

tutoring cause the improvement among the tutors: If continual tutoring

\



is required to maintain the-
/

gains that the tutors displayed, then tutoring

may not be a realistic instructional procedure fOr improving pirformatice.'

i By knowing what aspects. of tutoring cause the improvement,tea
/

chers might

be able to incorporate those aspects into regular classroom instruction.

Finally, the results arising out of-the self-concept data are somewhat

unexpected. The description of the recognition given to the tutors in

the public assembly caused this reviewer to expect astrong self- concept

improvement among the tutors. Further investigation of the reasons for
.

the-lack of. this effect would seem to be called for.. Certainly, the public

assembly caused a confounding of the effect on self-concept.-'The effect

Of;_the7tutoririg on self-condept cannot 4* separated from the combined
_

effect of tutoring.with public recognition.

1
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Becker, Wesley C.
THE LATER EFFECTS
AND SIXTH GRADES.

and,,Gersten; Russell. A FOLLOW-UP OF FOLLOW THR UGH
OF THE DIRECT INSTRUCTION MODEL ON CHILDREN IN FIFTH
Amerioan Educational Research-Journal 19: 75-92;

Spring 1982.
. .

AbdtractandComMentsprepared for I.M.E. by LARRY LEUTZINGER0. Aida Education
Agency'7, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Purpose

This study investigated the-longTrange effects !of Direct Instruction

Follow Through.. The programs ,being evaluated began in first grade and

continued through thirclgrade. The students tested Were fifth and sixth:

graders who had been out of the.Follow Through program ..for two or three

yeStS. The students were evaluated in the areas of reading, spelling,
\
word

,

knowledge, language, mathematics computatiorG.Mathematics concepts, mathe-
_

matiCe.problemsolving, and science.:

Rationale

When Direct Instruction Pollaw.Through sites,were evaluated after.

three years of instruction in the mid- 1970s, the third-grade students 1

performed significantly better in 80% of thetesied items for mathematics,

50% in spelling, 60% in reading, and 100% in language. Whereas these
-

&MA indicate that the Direct Instruction programs were successful, it was

(teemed important to evaluate the progress of the students involved in the

program in later years to determine if their achievement levelt remained

high, as compared to similar: groups of students who had not.been'a1part

of Direct Instruction Follow Through.

Research and Design Procedures

In 1975, 624 fifth -=and- sixth- grade-students -who- had- -been involved

in Direct Instruction Follow Through in first-through third grades were

tested using the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT), Intermediate Level,

and Levels I and II of the reading subtest of the Wide Range Achievement

Test (WRAT). The students who participated were from: ive representative

sites (East St. Louie, Illinois; Smithville, Tennessee; Uvalde, Texas;-



Dayton, Ohio; Tupelo, MISsissippi) which volunteered to be' a part of the

`study..These-students' test .results were compared to those. of 567;

non - Follow Through. students of similar backgrounds and abilities from

the same. five sites: In-addition, the Follow .Through students' -results

were-compare& to the national norm sample. The study was:keplicatet:in:-

1976 and involved 473 Folloti-Through students, In this study or4yfour:

of-the original five sites were involved. /

An immense amount of data was_gathered and scrutinized. 'The test

,_.results from all students involved were evaluated Using--7a-quagiexperimental
,

design. For each Follow.Through site, analySig of coVarianceiwas'peiformed

on each subtest of the. WRAT and MAT::: The sites were then clag gified as
/

significant, suggestive of a ;trend, or nonsignificant. A meta-analysis 1

technique where the P values on analysis of covariance for each site were

- changed to chi-Square ratios agd tested for gignificance was g-then used7 .

Finally, the average magnitude of effect in pooled standard deviation

units for each subtest at each grade level was calculated.; The method-,

gives an estimate of the treatment effect that is. not biaged by the differ-
'

ential_sample sizes at the various sites (page.81). .

. Findings
4

The ANCOVA comparisons for each fifth- and sixth -grade group on all
_ .

the subtests of the WRAT and the MAT indicate that 56 of the site comparis ns

favor the Follow Through groups at the .15 level of significance and 102-
/

itbdiatierisons are not statistically significant, Tent additional comparisons

:11014oe.-the'iollow Through groups at the .15 ley of significance .and 102 I71

clidriions are not statistically significant. \ Of the 180 possible
._

comparisons, only two favor the non-Follow Through groups, at the .15-1ev

of significance.
/ .

On the mathematics section'of-theAKAT, v4hiChanoludes concept; Comp- tie- =.

and problemsolving,subtests the Follow, Through groups were favored at the

.15 level of:significance or better in 5:o: 11 coMParisons on the compu atiOn,

subtest. On the concepts subtest, 5 of the 14 comparisons favored the
i

Follow Through groups at the .05 level f significance. On the,proble



solving subtest, 7 of th t4 comparisons favored the Follow Through groups

aXthe ;I5 level of si ificance.or'better. Of the 39 possible -comparisons

on the Mathematics sub ests of the MAT, in only one case were the'non7

F011ow Through groUps'Iavored'at1the.15 level of significance.

1 On the meta-analysis using chi-square ratios for the pooIeeresuIts,

the Follow Through groups were favored in 8 of the. 12 subtest.' categories

for both. Grades 5 and 6. On the mathematics problem-Solving subtest for

fifth grade, the chi-square analysis indicates a significance at the .05

level in favor of the Follow Through groups. At the sixth-grade level

the results for each mathematics subtest favor the Follow Through groupS

at the .05 level of significance.

When the Follow Through groups are compared to'the norm sampIe,-the

percentile rankings on the WRAT and MAT subtests indicate a dramatic decrease

fromthird through sixth grade. The average of the percentile rankings for

the sites. involved on the mathematics subtest of the MAT is 62% at the end

of third\grade.--By the end of fifth'grade ,the average percentile ranking

has fallen to 31% and by the end of the sixth grade the average is 27%.

Interpretations

Graduates'ofthe DirettInstrUction Follow Through Program perform

`better-than similar children who were not a part of the program as measured

by "standardized achievement tests. The differences are most striking in

WRAT reading and MAT mathematics problem scilving and spelling. No outcomes

fiWrgal_the'non-Follow Through groups at the .05 level of significance,

wilig73I% of-the comparisons favored the Follow Through groups.

'While the Follow Through graduates outiierform other low-incomeqifth
K-7P,N

and sixth graders in their communities, they fail to keep up with ddle-

income students. The failure appears to occur in computational skill

-development-in mathematics and vocabulary developMent:and reading comprehension.

"In ord6i fOr these children to become fully literate adults it spears

they need high-quality instructional programs in the intermediate

(and probably beyond)" (page 89).

s



Abstractor's Comments

Before beginning my critique of the article, a,brief explanation of

the F:olloW Through program is in order.' Follow:ThroUgh:was neaigned as

both a rëséarch and a demonstratiàñ àé for disadvantaged children as

a follow -up to the Head Start Program. Developers ot inhOvativeprOgrams
. 6 .

Worked with lOcal school districtn or sites who volunteered to itpletent

a particular sponsor's model. -These models ranged-frOmlhighly structured
\;:;.;!;.;,.;-:::j

'OneSlike/Direct Instruction to open, loosely structured ones.

Follow Through was, conceived in 1967 and is the-- largest eduCational

experiment ever conducted, with over 500 million d011arn invested in 15
. .

years. The costs of evaluating the variOun programs alone Wereestimate&

at 50. million dollars.'

The results of 'the evaluation of the Follow Through.programa point to-
; ; , \

the superiorityof the Direct_ nstruction NOdel to others used. However;:

questions were raised about the evaluation regarding the lack of Comparable-

control groups and the reliability of using non-Follow Through data as the

basis of comparison. The same. questions can be raised regarding thin 'study,

but someone 'with a stronger statistical background that '>I should do sa. "-

Not being a statistician by nature, one of two things, usually happens

when I comeaCrossmassesof data. I either am greatly impressed by the

insight and Perseverance it took to completeand evaluate the infotthatiOn,

'or 'I naively qUeStion what,it'all'Means and if it was worth\the effort
. .

K..!', ..-- .

.

For this study I was impressed by the amountof data..TO.dei an analysis'

-- of COVAtianCe with as many variables as were-involved:is:a monumental.task

evei'fOr.a computer.. Then to analyze the scores, of each SubteSt fdt- :
, _ .. ..,.....

__.

significance is impressive.

What bothers me about the statistics, arid this.may be my naivety

again, isthe lack of consistency in the reporting of the results. Some of

this inconsistency is-due-to-misprints- or deletions-.--These kinds-of-errors

are understandable when this much information is reported. Heaven knows,

there may be a mispelling or two in this very review.



On Table II it appears the 'numbers listed for the mathematics computation

subtest in the 1976 itudy_are misrepresented, since only three sites are

listed -- not six. In Table III-the degrees Of freedom for the Grade 6

language subtest shOuld be .14. On Table III-- -the title indicates that there

are seven Follow'Through sites. While the number of sites used in the comparison

varied for different analyses, at times being ten, eight, fiva,-four,_and

three, seven is not a likely number and represents a misprint. The misprint---__

aside, this inconsistency in the number;of sites included in the various

analyses raises questions regarding the intent of the statistics.

On Table I the'sample sizes for the fifth grades are ,listed. But later

) in the study these numbers change for the Tupelo and Smithville sites on

Table VI and for the Tupelo,Smithville, and Dayton Sites on Table VII.

'No reason is listed for these discrepancies.

While this study professes to assess the later effects of the Direct

InStruction Follow Through at five diverse sites, in none of the eight

tabIes'displaying information-is a complete picture presented. By my

count, in 64 cases data are missing or unavailable. On some of the tables

nearly .20% of the data is missing. Even the tables which have no missing

data-A#d dependent. on previous resulti.where data were MISSing. It is

difficult to draw valid.conclusions from incomplete data.

When presenting information, usually the least massaged daV ta'appear
/- .--

first. this study that is not the case.' The unadjusted percentiles

for the SubteStS on the MAT and WRAT appear near the end of the report.

For those se-ores:the fifth-grade Follow Through groups are statistically

no differentthan the nen=F-ollow Through groups in the MAT reading, total

mathematics,, spelling, and science subtests. From prev*pus tables the

conclusion was drawn that the Follow Through groups.wereclearly superior

to the non-Follow Through groups. For the fifth-grade groups in 1975

this was not true.

Since percentile rankings are not the most sophisticated means of
. _
.evaluating-datai perhaps they should be replaced-by more profound methods.

On theHnthet hand, it was the last sets of percentile scores that made

tLe greatest impression on me. In those, the longitudinal analysed of the
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,
. ., .

. .

percentiles.forthe two tests Were'displayed. Despite the/fact that data

were missing, a-trend was apparent. The percentile scores on the subtests

for the sixth-grade students were about one-halfof the scores for the

last year of the Follow Through rOiram in third grade. This decline.is

precipitous and distressing. As c ted in the article, "There is now a need'

to implement and evaluate instructional programs in the intermediate grades

that systematically utilize principles of direct instriliction,^ which include

mastery-learning, high level of feedback, ana incremental steps to develop

independent reading, writing and critical th king" (page 89). If these

--suggestions are imglemented, 'perhaps th drast c decline can be stemmed.
/

Despite-Its.shortcomings, this ar cle addresses a real need in.

educational research,- that of longitudinal evaluation of programs and

projects. The effort was maden-thatregard is commendable. In the future

researchers should attempt to build in a data collection scheme which.

Allows for the consistent, systematic evaluation of preigramSloVer a period

of time After all; learning- -is -a change of behavior and the trueMeasure
.

of whether a change haS occurred should be based'on more than a onettme

assessment.



Cathcart, W."George. EFFECTS OF A BILINGUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
ON CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT IN PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN. Alberta

', Journal of Education Research 8: 3143; March 1982.

_ .

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by DOUGLAS_11
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.

.' Purpose
-,

The purpose ofthe study wasto investigete:whether a

bilingual instructional program would positively affeOt:children's

concept forMation and cognitive.:functioning' s. measured by
I

Piagetian conservation tasks and related verbal rationalizations.

Rationale

Evidence is reviewed that `children who are fUlly bilingual

'seem -to have some cognitive advantages over unilingualchildren,

including increased "cognitive plasticity," aChievementi and

divergent thinking ability. Do bilingual instructional programs

frovide these advantagea.for students? Evaluations of bilingual

prograMa in Canada provide some evidence that Children enrolled

-n them perform higher on, assessments of cognitive development,

intelligence, and divergent thinking; however, it appearg that

a threshold Of linguistic competende must be attained for these

$ effects to manifest themselves._ Evidence concerning effects' Of

bilingual instruction on concept development as defined by

Piagetian conservation taskt is sparse, but seems-to indicate
..

that-children in the programs perform as well or better than:-
- -----:-

_ .

their-monolingual controls:

. Research Design and Procedures

Subjects were 192 children: four boys andfour girls

randomly selected from each program .(FrenchiEngIith.biIingual,or

English) at each of grades 1, 2, and 3 in each of four schools. To

measure concept formation, they were administered a 16-item test
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/

assessing number and measurement .conservation./ Four number sub -tests

involved numbers less than 10, numbers greater than 10, additive

rearrangement, and quantity. Four measurement subtests included

_lengthareamass;_iamdLyolume._Order_of administration_of the_

/iresubtests was Counterbalanced; In 'addition; ad a meal , Of

cognitive functioning,-;-childrWs_ietionalizations_for conservation-

_wereCategorized:as (a) operationalidentity; (b) substantive

identity, (c) xeVersibilityi: (d) compensation; or :(e) other, If

a rationalization was given, a second was requeSedi The researcher

and two graduate assistants tested dlI,children

Adequate tenability of_the conservation test was assumed based

on previous research. Inter-rater reliability frrthe classification

'of tile rationalizations was determined to be 8/.

For the_second- and thire-grade students, percentile scores -

//

`on the Metropolitan Readiness Test administered during the firSt

grade were used as a covariate in a three-way analysis of

covariance (grade x program x sex). No was available*
q

for the first-grade students. /

ky -
Findings //

,----)

The adjusted_meens Of the bilingual were higher on fiVe
1- -.

of the dUbtestd, thereverse was true for one subtest;land the

groups had identical means on one subtest. Resuls of the analysis
/ _-

of variance adjusted for readiness scores revealed'that these
///

differences were significant for only/two subtests, additive_

rearrangement and length, in favor of the bilingual group.

The number of second rationalizations given was taken to be

a indicator of cognitive flexibility. The difference in the V

unadjudted means was statistically significant in favor of the
/ .

bilingual children; however, the adjusted means were not

significantly different. Since.there was a significant grade-by- ,

program interaction, separate analyses were performed for the

grade 2 and grade 3 samples. 'There was no difference at the



'grade 2.1evel, taut the adjusted mean of the bilingual grade 3 classes

was significantly rester their the adjusted Mean'of the English

classes. The. adjusted reari of the children in the bilingual

classeson the-ratione1iization,of-reversibilityWas also

significantly greater than the corresponding mean ofthe children 1140i,

in the English classes. No other means differed sighificantly:

:*There' were-also some.gradedifferenCes.', The:mean of the grade

3 children was `significantly greater than that of the grade 2

children on-three number conservation subtests and on the number

of. secOnd.rationalizations given. There were no. significant

differences on any other items.
.

Since none of these results; included grade 1 children, t tests;

done betWeen'the bilingual and 'the English classes were reported.

There were no significant differences at grade 1 on the conservation

_subtests:. There was a significant difference in faVor of the

bilingual group on the number of second rationalizations given

at grades land 1, but not at grade 2.

Interpretations

The author pointed out that at best tbe="stlidy provides
_ _ _

only weak support for the hypothesis that the concepts of number

and.Measurement aremore advanCed:in children who havelpeen-in a

bilingual class for less than three years" (p.: 42)., However,

the .magnitude of the advantage for the,bilingual group did

increase as time in the program increased, offering support for

tha "threshold" theory, which maintains that a certain-level of

fluency needs must be attained before differences can be observed.

The author suggested that the results were more convincing,

with regard to cognitive functioning, as the nUmber of'second

rationalizations; and the use of reversibility were both at a

higher level in children from the bilingual classes. He argued

that this was not due to greater verbal ability, for controlling

for readiness score should have controlled this variable to some extent.



It'was concluded that the/differences in favor of.ihe
.i

bilingual'classes provide justification for their continuation,
: L.-,

Abstractor's Comments

While the findings'are not strongly in favor of bilingual

instructional programs, they are suggestive, and certainly ,
. .

indicate that these programs do not_have any harmful effects on

cognitive development as measured by coriservation tasks.

Collaborative research, using these and other tasks,`is needed

before firm conclusions can be drawn.

Themumber of subjects, method of selection, and procedures

used generally lend validity and reliability to the findings.

However, several questions can still_be_raised. The author

states that children "who experienced difficulty often transferred

out of the bilingual program or neverregistered in it. There=

fore, the 'better' pupils were in the bilingual program" (p. 36).

To what degree could the finding .that the children in the bilingual

program increased their - advantage from first to third grade be

attributable to the-attrition of those children who were not,

for whatever reason, bendfitting from the bilingual program? The,

author argues that themuse of a readiness test as a covariate

controlled for initial differences. But is it certain_that

controlling for variance in readiness. controlled for'any variance

in development? Also, what.of other differences that might have

existed between the programs? It is not clear if the curricula

/were eqUivaIent, and, possibly more important, if the teachers who

choose to teach in the special bilingual program were themselves'

special in any way. However, to the extent that it can be assumed

that the onrY difference between the'experimental and control

conditions was that the former involved bilingual instruction,-

the findings have significant educational implications: To this

extent the study also highlights the importance of the role of



language in tihe developMentofftogical-mathematical concepts.
, .

This roleis frequently denied or minimized by some Pgagetian-
A\

oriented researchers.
.

It is:assumed-that childred'S rationalizations ard'a'MeaSUre

of their level of cognitive fundtioning. Children -in the

bilingual program gave more: reversibility -type arguments, the

use of which was shown'in previous research to be related to

higher performance. It is interesting to specUlate-.; :does

translation- between languages promote .the development of-a

-reversibility mind-rset? Other, possibly non-verbal., asSessments

of reversibility and cognitive functioning may provide interesting

insights into these problems-
__

The Study provides a useful review of the research -.and offers

evidence that bilingual programs are not harmful, and maybe

beneficial, to children's cognitive development. It also raises

interesting questions for future educational an developmental/

research.



Cook, Cathy'J. and bossey, John A. BASIC FACT. THINKING STRATEGIES FOR
MULTIPLICATION -- REVISITED. Journal for-Researchin Mathematics- Education

13: 163-T171; May 1982.

Abstratt and
;of Michigan.

comments prepared -'for I.M.E. by JOSEPH N. PAYNE, University

/

1.: ,Purpose .i.: . % ,, . .

t

The purpose as to compare results onthmitiplicatiod fact instructlion

inIgrade 3 using two different approaches_to the facts, One approath:.

used thihiitig patterns based .onOn special4groups of related fddts. Th

second:approach was 'based on the size of the fadtors.:
.

, . I

. .

.1

Rationale .

\

°
.

.

,_

Studies as early as 1935 were referenced to .indicate interest in

basic fact insttuc4on. ;.The Study done by ThOrnton in 1978 was used
. i

aa a model for the researchby Cook and Dossey. Thornton's study-dealt

with addition,/subtraction, multiplication, and division facts in grades

2'and 4.Cook and Dossey- modified Thornton's study by claiming to remove.
_ _ _ , _ _ __.__ .

the experimenter bias by having regular cIassrOom.teachers do the teaching:
_....,

e'In addition, in- service was'given to bOth treatment groups 'to equate.

dtill=and=practice time tti remove a problem they state may have existed

in the Thornton study. Further, they lengthened the retention time and

used grade 3'to assess early'learning of the facts-suggesting that-

Thornton's work in grade 4 may have been on relearning factd.

Research Design and Procedures

?The sampleconsisted-of 220.(erroneausly reported as 219 on page
_ .._ _

164) grade 3 students from Schaumhnrg;:illinois: School6 and
-..

grade classeswere'chosen at random, 'but there was no indication whether

tents were assigned to schools randothly.' Two ;of the original classes

were dropped because one school did not folloW the research design. The
:- -.

'elimination of one school 'resulted in'relatively unequal treatment groups,

n = 134 for thinking trategies and n 86 for Factor SiZe.
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The Cognitive' Abilities Test was used as an aptitude test/with no

-''--significant differences reported for the two treatment groups (t = 0.07;

'U.= 218). Actual mean scores on the test were not included in the

report.
1

The first in- service day (length of sessiOnnotspedified) dealt

With the teaching sahedule for the 'nine-week experimental Period. On

the second day (length again not specified), teachers in both groups

constructed games and. activities.;

Instruction lasted for nine school weeks, for 20 minutes a day,

beginning in mid-January. A one-minute timed quiz was given each week

on the facts studied so far, but no indication was given on how it was

scored and apparently no analysis was made of the results.

bependent measures were the number o-the 55 multiplication facts

students got correct in two minutes. Students were told to do the easiest

ones first. The facte\tests were given as a pretest, at the end of the/

3rd, 6th, and 9th week of, instruction, and eight weeks later as a retention

test, with facts in a different-random order foreach teet. During the

eight weeks before the retention test; the classes studied the concept

of division, division facts, and other. topics.

Means and standard deviations on..;each test are reported by treatments

and for the entire sample. -A one-way ANOVA'was done for growth scores
.7"

from pretest, and also for growth scores between successive tests. A

two-way ANOVA was done using method x aptitude, with aptitude defined

as "high" for score above 120 on the,CognitiveAbilities Test and "low"

if below 100- Differential e cts of the two treatments were examined

for 14 "hard -f-= (6x7, 6x8,. 6x9, 7x4, 7X6, 7x7,.7x8, 7x9, 8x6, 8x7,

9x4, 9x6, 9x7, and 9x8).

Findings

For the Thinking Strategies and Factor Size treatments the mean

scores were, respectively: pretest, 12.29, 12.69; test 1, 28:39 28.24:.

39.00,-35.00; posttest, 46.60,.43.55; and retention test, 48.32, 45.27.

For growth scores from the pretest, p < .05 for test g, posttest, and

test
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retention test in favor of the Thinking Strategies. For growth between

successive tests, test .:2 - test 1 favored thinking strategies, but no

other'Aiiference was significant. (The article erroneously reports

posttest - test 2 as significant;_the table shows p = .25. Actual growth

scores computed from another table show a growth of 7.60 for Thinking

Strategies and 8.48 for Fact Size between test 2 and possttest.) No aptitude

xliethod interaction was significant, but the main factor of thinking

strategies showed p =*0.048 for test 2 - test 1. High and low a tifude

groups gained 8:92 and 9.75 reipectively, in Thinking Strategies but
-

only 5.33 and 7.26, respectively, in Factor Size. A methods x ap itude

analysis of the results on the 14 hard facts showed aptitude as a significant

factor;"high aptitude mean was about 11 and. Iow aptitude mean was about

6.

Interpretations

The data support the thinking strategiesapproaCh for teaching

multiplication facts, although both groups achieved a high level mastery

in the end. The investigators suggest that the rapid growth during the

fourth through sixth weeks for the Thinking Strategies'group allows

for a shorter time to be spent on the .facts and more time on the reviewing.

"aid relating thesethinkingTstrategies to the retention of the basic

kactspage 170). They note. that teachers can be trained. to teach thinking'

strategies in a short period (two days).

Abstractor's Comments'

the results from this study provide a helPful sUpplethent to Other

fact studies:and to the. Thornton study .especially. The information about

the rapid growth .of the Thinking Sfrategies:group during the second three

week period -of instruction is new, suggesting that students needthree

weeks for warm-up befOre the approach Using thinking-strategies begins to f.
_

.

take hold. Evidently, themajoi heuristics that must deVelop for thinking

strategies must'be praCticed a lot before theii effectivenesS can be

recognized in the results. \



It is something of a puzzle why the, thinking strategies were not

more effective for the harder facts, when Thornton found such startling
.

differences. Could it be that this study,did not utilize her strategies

for the harder facts?. Why was aptitude the_more Important factor hete

and not with the other facts?

There is no. indication of.the. way the multiplication facts and

thinking strategies
\

were used in the subsequent work on division, taught

Ti

. . /
'the posttest -to- retention -.test period: Further, with such excellent

or - multiplication, it would be valuable to have results on

division. TFe results for multiplication and division must be related.

This. study contained no interview data that proved so interesting

in Thornton's study. What strategies did students use who were in the.

Factor Size group? Further, whit did: teachers do to helOchildrenfind

answers? Surely, they would. have skip counted, added;": something.'`
Interviews and reports on what teachets actuiIlyAid 'Would have givp`

more information on what happened in Ich treatment'.

Comparisons with Thornton's study wouldhiVe been - -easier if comparable

tests indtitheihad been used. Thotnton used 100 fact tests, with three-:

minute intervals, and identified 49 fatts as '_`hard;" while Cook and

Dossey used 55 facts, with two-minute intervalsi.and identified 14 !Ilard"

facts:

Both treatments had a more carefully lai&-out plan'for fact learning
, , 7

than is usually found. Nine weeks_of.initruction were provided. Timed

2 tests were given often. Games and practice were included. .mom all

this classroom work, it should be clear to teachers and students that

''\

.fact learning is important and Eat time must be provided both evelopment

and practice. -A planned programs using thinking strategies Over an-extended

period of time may be, the message- teichertindciftritiatinf-p-ratintrritnifd

draw from this study.



Galbraith, P.L. THE MATHEMATICAL VITALITY OF SECONDARY'MATHEMAT CS
GRADUATES AND PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY. Educational ,

Studies in Mathematics 13: 89-112; February 1982:' 4

Abstract and comments prepared for
DePaitMent of Victoria, Australia.

I.M.E. by MAX : STEPHEN State Edudation

1. -Purpose
The .study is intended-to liplcitwo areas'Of current interest in

mathematics education: the "math erratical characteristics of prospective .:

teaCherS; and the notion of l'velsof understaiidine (p. 89).

I0
1

RatiOnald

Those who have sought` to explain the_gap.13etween the .intentions o
I

: curriculum reformers and what has been achieved. in the classroom have
. _ .

/7

viewed the mathematical characteristics.of teachers as a'possible source
i'

of explanation. -.Mathematids educato/rs have marvelled at_the fact that
. I-,.:---

Many students who have undertaken extensive' studies in.mathematica, either
/- .

_
at high school or in undergraduate courses; still seem to approach

_ / _ __ _ __
mathematics as though'it.were a matter of

,

applying.set rules to produce

routine answers t standard textbook questions. .Many of these' complai1_nts

are anecdotal,
[

id have/not been supported by reliable evidence establishing

the nature and extentof students' misunderstandings and tisconceptiOns.

- Respected writers .such as HoWson (1975), Gray'(1975), and BuckIand'.

(1969). have argued that mathematics graduates, especially those whoare

'preparing, to become teachers; often lack a -1,ivelyundeiStanding of and.

sound Comptence in mathematical inquiry. These writers echo a WideSpread

fear that/deficits in the present crop of prospective teachers will be

7---trausmptted-tO the-next-generation-of=-students-in-elementarand_highLschopl,.

thiS study, the researcher proposes to investigate. the mathematiCai
/

.

:"

vitality of mathematics students-Whoare among those currently enreTed

/in the first year of an undergraduate: prograM, and those who are undertaking.

a course of teacher preparation after: completion of an undeigraduate.iiegree.
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3. Research DesigeLand_krocedures

The author asks what kinds'of attributes would one expect toind2

in a "mathematically aware student".- These attributes,. which the author

chooses to 'refer to under an umbrella term !'mathematiCal vitaIity!!,-ire

,those whichhe expecta_to be derived from a range of mainstream Courses

in mathematics and not. from any particular course.LHis chosen criterion

attributes include:

AROrediatiOn of lOgiCal_form including the .hiliftir to

(a) .write and interpret `inferential statements`,

(b) :.distinguish between'necessary and sufficient

and betwe en.implication and equivalence,
x'

(c) understand the-'relation-between statement and converse;

(d) use counter examples effectively,

(e) evaluate the validity of extended chains of reasoning such

as proofs.

Conditions.

(2) A knowledge of the major conventions such as Ixl.and AC- and

the Capacity to interpret them in context and with consistency.
J

(3) The abilityto inteiret the precisemeaning of statements,

e.g. definitions d !judge whether apecifid criteria are adequate'

or have been met.'
. .

- !

(4) An:understanding of undaMentak notions of analysis such as the

distinction between the limit and value of aifunctiOn, and

betWeen continuous and differia#01e.
1

.(5) The capacity notonly to applYrulea; e.g.Tfor derivativea,

but habitually to consider .when itl's legitimate to do so.

____461__Awareness_of_possibilitiesandJ46oasibilitiea;-e.g. that area
./

should have the dimension of(length)
2 J

.

(7) Awareness of the arbitrary meaning of a definition inmathematics;
.

and.the capacity to explore properties of a mathematical system

using a defined operation such as a b;=. 2(a + b) .

(8) Awareness of'the nature of the domain of a function and its

importance in a variety of contexts. (pp. 91-92)



.These attributes have-beenfincorporated.into an 1S-item test utilizing

multiple-choice. responses.

In ordet to check whether the 'test items were reliable; the author

tried them out over a four-year period in' one university on students who

were completing a course of teacher training after an initial degree which

included a major or a minor study in mathematics. The author reports that

i.thedistribution'of response patterns was relatively stable over the

. periOd

TheatUdy Wee. then.cartied out on two groups of students in universities

ihied:AUstralian states.. One group replicated the characteristics of

the original trial group, The other group comprised students who had*

justcompleted high echool and who are studying:a "typical" first-year

course in mathematice.

Since no significant difference emer- ged amOng'srates for each group,

the author collapsed the,six sample_groups into an undergraduate and post-

graduate sample. Within each group a t-test was carried out in order to

determine whether the amount of prior study in mathematics was a significant

factor affecting perfOrMance on the teet.

carried out on groups.of items which were

attribute to ascertain whether.success on

on other items.

-Crops tabulations wer9also

expected tO measure the,same

any items was related to success

4. Findings

The .t -tests did not show any .significant difference in either group

according to,the amount of _prior study at:high school or at.univereity.

'Although the pioportion of correer-respOnsesis usually higher at:the Poet-

graduate level, the author argues that

in-general there-2is Lendermy fur-the-responses of-th-e-gost-
graduate group to close in on. the correct alternative in comparison
with the corresponding undergraduate. patterns. (7. 102)

Cross tabulations, did not reveal any discernible hierarchy among

items which embodied similar mathematical tasks.



On the 18 items of the test, the postgraduate group achieved a

proportion of correct responses in excess of 40% on seven items onlyproportion

The plistgraduate group scored between 21% and-40% correct on,nine items;

Whereas the undergraduate group had Il items with the same band of correct

responses, and a lower responJe rate on four items.

Interpretations

From-the law proportion of correct,responses, the,author infers that

some mathematical concepts are genuinely difficult to acquire. From the

distribution of correct responses the researdher'proposes to identify and

link gaps in students' mathematical performance., and seeks to explain

these defidiencies in terms of underlying problems rather than'looking .

at the .proportion of, right and wrong responses in each group..

The author argues that the level of mathematical'vitality achieved

by undergraduate atudents.is "independent of'Iocal/cOntexts with regard.

to precise syllabus content and curriculum emphasis" 107). For

postgraduate Students, mathematical vitality is/independent of the particular

tertiary institution and of specific units studied. Moreover, he argues

that the miaconceptiona revealed by the test/tend to remain and'are

--unaffecteddespitefurther courses in mathematics. He contends that

mathematical vitality is not Improved by studying more mathematics'at

university.

In order to explain the poor performance of both groups on many items,

the author invokes a distinction between "relational" and "instrumental "'

underitanding (cf..Skemp, 1976). Aninstrumental understanding of mathematics

consists of mastering a collectionYof rules and procedures which are to

be applied in isolation from'other elements of mathematical understanding.

On the other hand, a striving fez. consistency, coherence, and a sense of

interrelationships among fundaMental mathematical ideas characterize

"relational mathematics".
/

The author posits a relationship"betWeen these two types of understanding!

and the contexts in which/matheFatics is taught and-learned. Even where

one would a sume that courses at tertiary level have' been taught with

"relational intent", instrumental learning can still result':

\



It seems that relational intent on the part/of the
instructor can be defeated When "success'.' can be
achieved, by retreating to and performing at' an instrumental
level, e.g. by learning and reproducing content and,
techniques_ for examination purpOses (p. 10).

/If success in high school.and university mathematics can be achieved

by opting for a simpler instrumental approach, then those who become

teachers are likely to perpetuate instrumental patterns of learning in their,

own clatsrooms. Previous research on linkt between teacher knowledge'

and student performance has tended to concentrate on teachers' knowledge

of specific mathematical content... However, mathematical vitality as

° a measure ofi'relationaI mathematics" is quite different from "mere content
4knowledge'. It is recommended that further research on this characteristic

of' teachers and the,mathematical performance of their students be undertakera.

Abstractor

1

In trssection, 'I ask about:theauthor's interpretation:of test

retults,/offer some explanatory remarks ab7tthe Australian context in

Which the study was conducted, and discuss/the attribUte oe'mathematical

vitality" which the test is presumed to measure. Then, I attend to the,
-

distinction which the author makes between "relational" and "instrumental",'

and relate this-distinction to some limitations of the conceptual framework
1

of the study itself.

The author does leave unexplained the Wide range of correct responses,

A feature common to both groups. For the undergraduate sample, the -proportion

of correct responses is. as high as 94%andas loW as'5%. possible

that some items are more closely related tothe.specificcontent'of

mathematics courses than others?. .Readert would, be interested to know

what explanation the author might offer for this feature.. Nor doet the

author eXplain why the p erformance the postgraduate sample is markedly:

better On many. items than that of the Undergraduete'lroup.. It maylbe

true that some elements of:the:former group cannot be distinguished from ,

other elements according:tothe numbei:of.Unittof giatheMatict studied at



.

tertiary le el,f:However, its performance can be distinguished as generally
I A

more success 1.on many- items thah thae:of the vindergiadhategrouP, The

performance ofithe undergkaduate group oUtstripsthat of the postgraduate .

group on three' items only :Given the author's contehtionthat:"mathematical

vitality is not. enhanced bythe mere proCess:of:Studying more: mathematics.

at the tertiary leVel" ,(p.'107)4'any discrepancy'in-performance betWedn;

the two grOups should-ba_addreased: :40
-

The silthor'S reasons for: treating:his:two sample groups from a.
!

national; perspective are well supported bTanN analysis OUteaultsfrom

State to state. ManyAustralian readers-of the studY:mouldHsupPOrtthese

reasons,, from their own knowledge and. experience of Australian courses

in mathematics. However, an overseas reader may need to be aware that

mathematics. courses in the final year of high. school in.Australia Are

hivall-Y academically oriented, with' Most courses containing solid Compon-

ents/of-calculus and statistics. Those, who in the undergraduate sample,
_ .

were enrolled in "typical first -year matheMatics Courses at:university".

had, on the basis- Of their hiih'school results,*succeSsfully gained entry

to university as distinct froma college of advanced.edhcation. It isaIsO

likely that those typical first -year courses had as prerequisites certain

matheiitics'Courses'at year 12, WhiCh in their turn reqUired a high level
. _

of perfokmancein mathematics courses in the preceding years'. -Thus,,the_

first -year undergraduate sample would contain a specially selected group .

,-
of students,- F.

.

The author s.conclusiOns do cast a gloomy shadoW over the 'Claims of

those.whO prOmised:a revival of mathematical understanding,folloWing.the I

introduction of new courses ivMathematics during.the1900s 1970s.

An initial response to;-the items of Galbraith's test might be to ask

whether they de, indeed Measure mathematical vitality: 'Clearly the items

requireitudents.to exhibit a'degree of mathematicai'inSight and logical.

discrimination, but among thecharacteristics of mathematical vitality

I would expeCt to see anunderstandihg of the interaction between mathematics
_

and reality; for example, the ability'to use a'mathematical model "th:

help raise.-or answer 'questions about physical reaIity,iasWell as techniques,:



.for exploring the-.hehavior of theiMOdels themselves" (BUck'and:BUCkis

1965); GivetCGalbraith's emphaiis on rela ional underitanding,- one' would
.

expect that an ability to explore the relatinships between mathematics

and physical reality would ,be prominent among he attributesto be investi-

gated by his study.

At issue is the, way in which the terms "rela ional" and "instrumental"

are employed by Galbraith in interpreting his resu s. His use of these

adjectives .in three quite different contexts need's f- more unpacking if

they are-to carry the weight of interpretation Which hopes for. I

doubt whether Skemp's original distinction between rela onal and instrumental'

understanding can be maintained clearly and consistently ven with relatively_

simple cognitive .performances. I find this distinction between relational

and instrumental understanding still more implausible-when-it-is-extended-

to the kinds of complex mathematical performances which are embodied, in.

Galbraith's test items. Even those students who knoW how to differentiate

know, in a possibly rudimentary way, when it is .appropriate to.do so,

and they are also likely to have a sense of what constitutes an appropriate
CP

result. when that. operation isapiilied. In this respect they. Seem to display

a' measure of relational understanding, and if so one cannot simply classify

their performance as solely instrumental. Further difficuIties-atise

wifen Galbraith attaches these adjectives to mathamatics. His references

to'reIationaI mathematics" and "instrumental mathematics" give an

imOression that he is referfing to some consistently identifiable attribute

of mathematical performance:- -However, his intended meaning is far from

cliearc .-Similerly, his to "relational teaching" and "instrumental

teaching" are further extensions from Skemp's original distinction.

UnfortUnateIy, Galbraith - `draws his readers into these uncertain pedagogical

distinctions with very few guidepoati._ Is it intended that-the links

between relational /instrumental teaching, relational/instrumental mathematics,

and relational/instrumental understanding are causal? If-they are, then

the causal -Iinks need more interpretation and elucidation. They need-to

be diScussed and illustratea rather than left to the reader's imagination

as one slips from teaching to mathematics, and from mathematics to understanding.



suspect that Galbraith intends to use these termsinnrder to orient the

reader to examine thebeliefs, purpobes, and values which underpin different

contexts of teaching and. learning mathematics. He does allude to the kinds

of beliefs, purposes,: and values which mig4t*haVe influenced:the pOor

performance of students. an the test. But these, conjectures. post hoe,

rationalizations of his test results, and they draw attention to the
4 .

Underlyinginability of his conceptual fraMeWorkrIto illuminate our .under

stand hg of teaching and learning mathematics.

Ga braith's study, has sought to'use psychological explanations of

teaching and learning mathematics. His use of a distinction between

relational and instrumental underStanding, and his extension of that

distinction to mathematins and teaching is typical of a psychological -
'reductitiniat7Whith'haa dbMinated many. Studies Of'teathing andjedining.

The conceptual framework oCfiis study with Its inherent psychological

reductioniamconceals and precludes a fulletandthore complete"descriition ±
ss

_ s _ _

of the' social context of teaching: -That coprexE:should include refdrencei

to the beliefs, purpOset, and values, and to,patternsof:woriLandknoW--.
1.

ledge which govern what happens in classrOoms. Galbraith suggests a link_

'between certain patterns nfteaching and-certain kinds of learning
,

outcomes.' But hisiconceptual fraMework is. bound to ignore important

questions of-how and why'vdertain approaches.tO:teaching,and learning'

predominate in the mathematics classrOom. Galbraith ciuite rightly refUses'
'

-to'explain such outcomes in terms of,teachers'_knoWledge,'.butilIa
: _ :L

s alternative explanatiOnsare outlinedAn a few tantalizingly:brief sentences.

In order to investigate theseiaIternatiVes, Galbraith would need to throig

Off the blinkers of a categorizationOf teaching and learning which has

beco- me totally-dependent up on paycholOgical claSeifitatOry-Systems.. His
1

awn conceptual framework does n t allow him to explore-tBe possibility that

i

tudents, whether in school or university'., learn'not only thesubjettjmtter
1

c).f mathematins, but through their Work they Are taught.the approPriate formss
0

L y
in which to cast theit knowledge. '-.This.nOtion of work as a social and ethical

, construct is necessary in order to poriiay, effectively the social'dimension of

the acquisition and aPplication of mathematical knowledge.

ik



A psychological reductionist model of teaching and learning distorts

the nature of mathemaiieS itself/in treating it as an isolated intellectual

enterprise. Mathematics is a human activity whose development cannot be

understood without r ference to an historically, situated community of

scholars. The deVelo ent and vitality of mathematical knowledge are not

well portrayed by the

.test.

Mathematics, als,B

stallized forms which are present in Galbraith's

k (1965) argues, is

'marked hy\inve

interesting'un

tions; discoveries, guesses-both good and
frontier of its growth is covered' by

swered"questions. (p. 951).

palbraith's nation of mathe atical vitality bears only -a slight resemblence

to this picture of mathematics as an intellectual craft carried 'out in a

community-of other vital minds. His notion of mathematical vitality is

confined and attenuated unde the influence of his awn conceptual'framework.

That framework prevents us fr m exploring important social dimensions of

mathematical knowledge, and, is particular, the beliefs, purposes, and values

which influence hoW. mathematic ;taught and learned;
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KhoUry, Helen Adi and Behr, Merlyn. STUDENT PERFORMANCE, INDIVIDUAL
'DIFFERENCES, AND MODES OF REPRESENTATION. Journal for Research-in
Mathematics Education 13: 3-15; January 1982.

Abstract and comments. prepared.for I.M.E. by J. PAUL McLAUGHLIN,
Purdue University" Calumei, Hammond, Indiana.

.7
L. Purpose

Potential sourcesOf variability on tasks which require an

interplay between representational modes are of interest. This study.

investigated the relationship of two variables == .field dependence/

independence and spatial visualization ability -- to performance of

college students on retention tests involving problems presented in
.,-

.(a) pictorial mode only, (b) symbolic mode only, and (c) mixed

'.symbolic/pictorial Modes. "The study also investigated-the extent to
,

which the four variables -- field dependence/independence, spatial

visualization ability, symbolic mode retention test performance, and

pictorial _mode retention tett performance --account for the variability

in the'retTion testjmrformance on tasks requiring an interplay
A

between the symbolic And the pictorial modes" (p. 3), i.e., performance.

on the mixed Symbolic/picotriaI modes retention tests.
.

\

. Rationale

"Field independence refers to a predisposition to perceive the

environment in analytic terus, or differentiated fashion, and field

dependence refers to a predisposition to perceive the environment in

a global and undifferentiated fashion" (p. 4).' Subjects which tend:

toward field independence should perform tasks involving a mixture o

representational modes more-easily than those who igfid toward field

dependence. A field dependent subject would be more likely to
_ _ ____

translate all tasks to the mode with which he, or she feels more

Comfortable. A subject who tends.to field independence woul&be more
_ .

likely to work with'the representational mode used in the task presenta-

tion.



It wAshypothesized -that field dependent subjects With high

spatial visualization abilitywould perform as, well or .better than

field.independent ubjects with low spatial visualization ability and

field independent §tudents with high spatial visualization ability

would score. better on mixed mode ,tasks than field dependent stndents

with" low spa tiar visualilation ability.

3. Research Design and Procedures
-.-
Subjects were 96 students in two intact classes of a university

course in methods of teaching elementary school mathematics. ,,There

were .82 females and r4 males. ,A11. were. preservice "elementary school

teachers. .

Two pencil-and-paper tests -- Gottschaldt' Ridden Figures Test

(RFT) to determine field dependence/independence and the Purdue
,

Spatial Visualization Test (SPV) to assess spatial visualization

ability -- were taken\ by all subjects.

This, testing was folIoWed by one week of instruction on whole

number additionalgorithms using counting, sticks and bundles of

counting sticks for the manipulative mode," pictures representing the

sticks and bundles of sticks for the pictorial mode, and the horizontal

equatiOn algoritfim for the symbolid mode.. The steps in symbolic

algorithms are illustrated by the following eXample.

12 + 13 = n

(10 + 2) +. (M.+ n

(10 4- 10)'+ (2 + -3). = n

(10 + 10) + 5 7 n

20 + 5 = n
.c

25 ='n

A post- treatment test was administered ;immediately following the

treatme t, and a retention test was given three weeks after the , treatment'.

ScOres n the retention, test' wire used in the analysis. (Scores on

I



,s.

46.

the post-treatment test showed-very small variance.) The retention test

consistedof six pictorial mode problems, six 'Symbolic mode problems, and

six mixed-mode problems: In each case -...tudents were to select from

among five possibilities the correct "statement" or "picture" at eaCii
- J

stage of :a six- or eight-step addition problem. On the mixed mode

problems, the representational mode Was alternated from step to step in

the solutiOn

4. Findings.

With each of the three parts on the retention test considered

separately, the results of the three retention tests, the HFT, and the

SPV were:

Pictorial Mbde:

Symbolic Mode:

Mixed Mode:

HFT Score:

-SPV'Score:

.

Mean

3.58

5.04

4.59.

8-.41

54..89

MaXiMUM
.; POSSible

.16.00

4.60
- .6.00

20.00

80:00

Std. deviation

1.80

:1.55

1.63

: 5.01

;9:89:

'Correlations between the various modes of representation (pictorial,

symbolic,' and mixed) ranged from.0.64 to 0.83. Correlations between

the SPV..(spatial visualization) and the three Modes' of'representation c

ranged from 0;18 to 0;21; Correlations .between the HFT (field dependent/

independent) and the. three modes of representation ranged from 0.27

to 0;33:_ The correlation between the SPV scores and the"-HFT Measures.

WAS 0.48,- -

Stepwise regression analysis using the HFT and SPV scores as
:

independent variables indicated that scores on the HFT accounted for
.,-

less. than 11% of the variance in each.of the retention -tests and the

SPV accounted for less that:1% of the variance.

Stepwise'regression analySisusing, the mixed-Mode retention test
i

score as the dependent variable and the other- four test scores as

independent. variables indicated}that7Ihe Symbolic Mode Retention test



;more accounted for 68.6% of the variance in'the scores on the Mixed

Mode Retention test; the Pictorial. Mode-sdore,,0.8%;rhe SPV score,

0.2%; and HFT score, 0.02%.

Using 2x2z3 lactOrial analysis of variance (HigiLow SPV by

High-Low HFT by Pictorial - Symbolic -Mixed Mode), a significant withidr

subject main effect dim to"the retention test mode was observed, but

no other within-subject effect was significant. .AnalYsis of variance
.

alsO indicated a significant between- subject main effect due .to spatial

visualization ability. No significant main effect due to-HFT (field'

deliendence/independence) was indiCated.

5. Inte-rpretations_
While scores on the HFT correlated somewhat higher than-the spatial.

Visualiiation scores with each of the three_retention-teat-modeS-i-the

HPVscore.accounted for es -than 11 %' of the variability in the

performance test scoreg. Scores on the symbolic mode retention test

accounted for 68.6% of the variance in the mixed-thae-test-resUlts

with the other three tests combined accounting for i%. Of the

retention tests the symbolic mode was easiest for students, the

pictorial mode the most difficult. A significant interaction effect

between spatial visualization and the retention test mode was found..

Tbe greatest difference in group. means was.on:thepictorial test between

tIspe.bigh spatial visualization group andthenlowspatial visualization.

ggoup. az%,

FUrther.research on the effects of field dependence/independence

and spatial visualizaiton on mixed representational mode performance

suggested.

Studies should use students during their early encounters with the

Subject matter. Subjects in-this study were familiar with the content

except possibly for the.ManipuIative and pictorial representational

mode.. Studies in which the subject matter is new or unfamiliar to the
1

students_ involved should produce greater variance.



Abstractor's Comments

I felt the rationale was incomplete. Some discussion of how a

tendency-toward field dependence might affect a student's perforMance

on the tasks used in this study would have'been helpful. Also, is

spatial visualization i6ility independent of field dependence/

independence? Why would only .three of 61 students fall in the "field

dependent-high spatial visualization" group in the High-Low crossingof

these two groups? There was nohypothesis-On how high spatial \\\

visualization ability7field independent, subjects would compare to high

/spatial visualization ability-field dependent subjects. Nor was

there a hypothesis on how low spatial visualization ability-field

independent subjects would compare to low sPlatial visualization

\ability-field dependent subjects. \\

The use of'subjeCt matter which students.are already expected to

have mastered, with the only naw element being the mode of representation,

would appear to limit the usefulness of the results. Perhaps this

could have been alleviated somewhat by using some nuMber base other

than teriAn the teaching and testing;

It would seemappropriate to have one test involving the manipul

tivesas the repreaentational_mode. In fact, the use of pencil-and-
,

paper, mulitpie-choice tests `does not appear to be:appropriate when

one is examining the relation between field dependence/independence,

and representational mode. An interview format or written comment

format in which students indicate their thinking would yield useful

information. Such results 'would be much more difticuIt to analyze and

ofhowever, the desirability f having such information is

implied in the conclusion of the report where some student comments are

included.

Just how good is the match between manipuIatives that are used,

the pictures which we draw to represent steps''in an algorithmic

process, and the steps we write in the symbolic algorithm?



How Much work with manipulatiVes and' pictoiial representations is
.

,.necessary or appropriate? Por whom it appropriate? What information

;about a child's cognitive style would guide the. teacher in making

decisions (answering these questions) for one child. or a group of

Children? The answers to these' questions would.be useful to teachers and

mthose in mathematics education who prepare and/or work with teachers

and future teachers. Research of the type of-this report would help

provide\some of these answers.



Schoenfeld, Alan H. MEASURES OF PROBLEM=SOLVING PERFORMANCE' AND
PROBLEM-SOLVING INSTRUCTION. Journal for Research in Mathematics
Education 13: 31=49; January, 1982.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by ARTHUR F. COXFORD,
The Univeraity of Michigan:

1. Purpose

Two purposes were central: (1) "to document the results of a

month-long intensive problem-solving course on students' performance

when solving nonroutine college level mathematics pkoblems"; (2) to

present and discuss the easily graded paper-and-pencil tests that focus
_ .

on problem-solving processes used to measure the problem solving of

the subjects.

2. Rationale

Professional and research groups suggest that problem-solving in

mathematics is a major goal of mathematics instruction. Yet problem-
,

solving is notori:ously, difficult to teach. That heuristics provide-a

basis for improved problem- solving performance has been supported in a

°variety of recent investigations. Additional support would be useful

in the development of research directions. The usual procedure in

such work is protocol analysis. This method is time-inefficlint and

costly. The development of cost-efficient alternatives ia desirable.

The research itself is;based upon three working assumptions.

These are that necessary conditions for success in-problem solving are:

1) an adequate mathematical knowIedge:ba0e of facts and principles;

2) a mastery of basic prOblemrsolving techniques --.heuriStica

similar to those described by Polya; and

3) a managerial. strategy which is used to select appropriate

techniques and terminate inappropriate ones;

The author points out thai the complexity and. subtlety of the use.of

heuristics should not be unde.estimated (p. 32).
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3: Research±,Design_and_Procedures
-

The baSic'design was pretest-posttest with a "control" group.

The experimental group 6Onsisted.of.11 students-_at a small_liberal arts_

college who "enrolled in an intensive.month-long Troblem-solving course

(2-31 hours of class work for 18 consecutive Weekdays4'plus\homework).

This wasthe'only course elected, andalI the time was spent examining

relevant, heuristics and solving problems in as many ways as possible.

The "control" group was a group of eight similar students enrolled

in :a month-long course in structured prograMMIng "deSigned to teach a:

structured, orderI5kway to approach problems." As theauthor recognized,

the "control" groupWi.of iMited use because it did not deal with

mathematical problem solving.

Three pretest-posttest assessments were taken. Measure 1, five

items with 20 minutes allowed for each, assessed the subjects' problem

solvin&skilland the successful and unsuccessful:strategies tried.
.

_

This measure was scored in two ways: multiple count and best approach
-

scoring. In the former, credit was given for all' work, whereas inthe

latter only the best effort was evalUated. Measure 2, Six items with

4.minutes' response time given after each item on Measure liessessed ;he-

Subjects' self perceptions of their problem Solving. Measure 3 assessed'
4

heuristic fluency and transfer. It included nine items: three each

of problems' related, somewhat related, and not related to the instructional

problems. The students were given onekhour to present a ipian, for a

solutianto-eaah item. (FiniSfied scilUtiorii Were, note requested.) The

three pretests were given on day 1 of instruction; the posttests were

given on the last day of class.

Measure 1: Using the "multiple count" scoring, the "control" group

exhibited only minor changes in pretest to posttest performance. The

experimental group, which was similar to the control group on the

pretest, showed substantial improvement. in posttest scores. For example,

they solved only .27 problems per student initially, while solving 2.64

in the posttest.
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/. Using the "best approach" scoring with 'a range of 0-100, the

/"control" group increased from 14% to 24%, while the experimental group

increased from 20.8% to 72.2%.

Measure 2: The two groups were roughly comparable on the pretest.

On the posttest, the "control" group showed moderate change in their

SeIf-perception, while the experimental group shown increased planning

and thinking about the scilution before actually beginning the process.

Measure 3: The "control" group showed essentially no change from

-the pre- to the posttest measures. On the pretest, the treatment

group was unexplainably superior to the "control" group. The treatment

group also showed evidence of fluency of heuristic use in the "somewhat

-relited" problems and actually comPlete±ly solved some "closely related"

-;problems in the six or seven
i
Minutes aVailable for eadhproblem, even .

though asked only to plan the Solution.

5. Interpretations

The Author concluded that the measures Used were reliable and

informative. The scoring was:Consistent across trained scoters..

a

(

Additionally, the self-perceptions of the experimental group with regard
/

to planning and to organization were accurate. Similarly, the "control"

group showed no such improvement in planning and organizing solutions.

The author suggested that without some heuristics to manage, a Manager
/

will not be able to do much. No specific conclusions could be made from

the data regarding
-/
managerial strategies, but the author opined that

..."more riches lie in a better understanding of how good problem solvers

perceive-the problems they work on and select various approaches to them"

(p. 48).

Abstractor's Comments

It would be easy.for a reviewer to *critical_pf the design of

this investigation, for the. subjects were not randomly assigned to

-treatment, the N's were prohibitively small; and. the subjects were.drawn



from a select population: However;.for this study on this ;topicat

this time in the development of research:in Mathematical:education, such

criticism would-be-petty: "Problem-solvinvia-the-objectiverof-matheMatics-

inarruction and little reliable information is available for the

practitioner. The worts reported here exhibits promise of both theoretical

and practical relevance.

Heuristics have been touted as appropriate tools for the problem

solving for years.. Yet little hasbeen said about hOW one learns to

employ the myraid of heuristics. The concept of a "managerial system"

seems a viable one which should be investigated further. The practitioner

and the.theoretician need information on the manner in which the

heuristics were taught, which ones were taught, how students .Were

taught to "manage" them, what clues were used in heuristic solution,

etc. As the author concludee, this isla cbmplex topic -- one that

could certainly profit from a collabora ion of mathematics'educaiors

and cognitive psychologists interes d in high level-human functioning.
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Wiebe, James H. USING GRADED QUIZZES,HOMEWORK, AND ATTENDANCE OR
MOTIVATING STUDY IN A COLLEGE MATH,CLASS. Mathematics and_Computer
Education 16: 24-28; Winter 1982.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by JOE DAN AUSTIN, Rice
University;

Purpose

Thepurpose of this study was to determine\the effect.on college

mathematics students "of attempts by instructors to make sure that-

students properly tanagetheir study\time through the use of graded

quizzes, homework and attendande (p. 25).

2. Rationale

At the college level teachers ofteh assume. thatstudents are self--

motivatedandTresponsible for:deciding the frequency of their-home

study and class attendance. In such situations4nstructors often-use:

nongraded quizzes and nongraded homework to provide feedback to students.

Other instructors attempt to require .students to study. regularly by

using graded homework and-graded quizzes.

Studies on the effects of homework, quizzes, and tests have been

mixed: There is 'evidence that at the high school level limmework,*

frequent tests, and quizzes can improve, achievement in mathematics.

However, these studies have not seemed to generalize. as well to the college

.level. Also, the studies have considered separately the effects of
.

homework, tests, and quizzes. No studies were found that attempted to

Study the'effects of. homework, graded quizzes, and required-attendance

as a unified procOure. This study attempted to study the effect of

the unifiedprodedure of graded homework, graded quizzesiand required
.

attendance on college Student attitudes and achievement scores.

3. Research Design and Procedures

All students in six classes of Mathematics 180 (Theory of Arithmetic)

were involved in this study. .About two-thirds
.

of the students were



,

elementary or speCial education majors. About one-sixth were in other

are of education. The remainder were In business or liberal arts.,
_

The study lasted two months-.

Three instructors taught two sections each of Mathematics-- -1-80.

For,each instructor one class was ,randomly selected to serve as an
_ _

experimental class, while the'other class of each instructor Served

as a control clais. In the three/experimental classes homework was

assigned, collected, and graded; ;Unannounced quizzes were given at

feast once a week; and attendance was checked. The final grade was

based on attendance and scores on examinations, quizzes, and homework.

The three control classes had homework assigned and discussed in class,

butInot collected. the quizzes givan to the experimental classes were

handed out as study guides in the control. classes and discussed. The

final grade was based only on examination grades.

All students took a multiple choice (arithmetic skills) pretest and

an (achievement) posttest. Each completed at the end of. the study

a questionnaire on attitude toward mathematics; toward Theory of

Arithmetic, and toward classroom grading procedures.

The two groups -- experimental classes and control classes -- were
0

compared using posttest scores, attitude toward mathematics, attitude

toward classroom trading proceudres, and drop-out rates.

u.

4. Fiddinis

Using the posttest achievemenrdata,."a statistical analysis showed

no significant differences" (p. 26) between groups. "No significant
_ .

differences were found between the two groups in attitude toward I.

mathematics or the methods used in the course which did.not relate to

the independent variables"- (p. 26). Significant differenceslwere found,.

between the two groups on attitudes toward grading techniques used in

the study. Each group favored the grading technique that had-actUaIlY

been used with .it over the Other grading technique. "Differences.in

dropout rates did not appear to be Significent"(p. 26).
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$i Interpretations:

The results of this study suggest that for college mathematics
...; ,

, i

students

the effort required to collect and grade hometfrork, to giveland correct

quizzes, 'and to check attendance does not result in nincreased achievement

or better student attitudes toward mathematilCs. However, he study

does not imply that instructors imply lecture and give ex minations

as both groups had regular feedback. The control group' hacl review
I

sheets and homework problems that were discussed but not 1llected.

The,results of the analysis.of student attitudeS on grading procedures

suggest that students can become accustomed to either grad ng policy

used in the study.

Studies with students lin other majors and in other col mathematicsr ege

courses are
.

needed to determine whether-the s-;resultraf\--thisdY------

\gene./ ralize to other populations and to other mathematics courses.
,==

'Abstractor's.Comments

This is an interesting-study that addreSSe6 a question that seems

impiirtant. The combined effects of homework, quizzes, and required

attendance is a reasonable treatment to'study. The study is well
; -

designed. It is .a plus that each instructor taught a-class in each
,

treatment group and that classes were randomly assigned to treatment
+2_

groups. The article was particularly readable. Finally, the author

is careful that the interpretations are consistent with, reported results.

In spite of the many positive aspects of the study, a umber_of

important questions exist. These questions include the follOWing:
.

J

1. How many students were in the six Mathematics 180 ClaSSeS?

2. What were there iabilitidSof the two -tests and OettionnatreS1

3.%Why were no mean s ores for either group given?
\

4. What statistical ana ses were used to decide whether there
. , i;

were significant differences? What alpha level was used?

5.. Why'was no statistical test made on the drop =out rates? What'

were the drop-put rates for the two groups?



Ware thepretest scores used in any analysis? Were attitudes

Coward /Theory of krithmetic analyzed?

What was the attendance rate for the experimental classes?

This reviewerfeels that'this is an incredible list of basic questions
_

that cannot be answered. For some questions is hard not to fault

aIso)the editor. For'exampIe, inquestion-one the course number is
.,

given 'but hotthe'nUMber of stUdents in the study-! These-questions j

seem so basic and extensive that one has no idea how valid the results,

are likely to. be. Most of the questions could-probably beanwered., In

fact, the author indicates' that amoredetaiIed report is available from

him. However, even a Shortened report ahould briefi*.addieSS some if
,

not all of these questions.

In summary4 it is not possible to decide whether the. results are
. . .

valid or not. TOo much important information is simply missing:

a
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